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About This Game

Doomed'n Damned is an action game based on retro/classic platform games from Arcades and 16 bit consoles, but revised to the
HD era. The level design, characters, plot and difficulty have a lot of influence from the late 80s and early 90s games. The

development and production is by arc-gen, an one man indie game studio.

Features:
- 16 Bit cheesy sense of humor

- Epic boss fighting
- Voice over dialogues
- Challenging difficulty

- Classic level design
- Classic weapons and skills

- Multiple path levels
- Secret items and areas

For more information:

Twitter: https://twitter.com/arcgengames
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/arcgengames

Doomed'n Damned website: http://www.doomedndamned.com/
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Title: Doomed'n Damned
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Arc-gen
Publisher:
Arc-gen
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space
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WARNING: This game is made with Game Guru (and therefore has all the common problems and limitations known with other
Game Guru games.)

While this game is by far the BEST Game Guru game I've played on Steam to date, and I can see a ton of skill and desire to
make a good game by the developer in my time with this, it still isn't worth anywhere near what the developer is asking here
(currently $7.99 USD regular, $5.99 launch sale price)

Here's my "First Play on Launch Day" first impressions Review video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gxfxsnY8odY&feature=youtu.be

My score is a dismal 31%, which is much higher than every other Game Guru game I've reviewed to this point. I firmly believe
this developer however shows strong game design skills in this game and I hope that we see future games from him here on
Steam which utilize other game engines!

Not recommended. Value is very poor with No power-ups, no AI besides a small variety of spiders, no different weapons to
collect, no money or collectibles of any kind, and the boredom quickly sets in. There is simply MUCH better top down indie
shooters available for much less money here on Steam. The Ubermosh series and Splatter: Zombie Apocalypse are two quick
examples.. Fantasy Mosaics 16 is a milestone in the series: finally, you have 6 colors in a grid. Is 6 colors a good news or not?
Will it facilitate the game or will it complicate it?

Just for reminder, this is how my review for the 14th game began.

"Fantasy Mosaics is a series of nonograms (also known as griddlers) games released for iOS and Android before being ported on
PC and Mac. I know that because I've added the whole series on Neoseeker. That's why when I saw it on Greenlight, I voted yes,
despite the fact that it's just puzzles after puzzles."

And while it was the first game released on Steam, the 14th was coming from a long way, as it was introducting a fourth color. I
don't know how it was before, so, the change of numbers was really experimented with the 16th game.

And it's not really making the game easy unless two or three colors are just plain to place. However, I found myself to choose
more often which tile is colored at the end, when the rest of the colors were placed correctly and don't give a clue to where to
place the last tiles. It has worsened with the 17th game but before reviewing it, let's just speak about Six Colors in Wonderland.

Nothing really changed. In fact, it's just two colors added at once but the mechanisms aren't changing: you have a series of
numbers indicating how many tiles are used for a drawing in the column or in the line. Sometimes, it's easy as the whole line or
column is concerned but at other times, it's really a matter of making your brain work: if for example, three tiles are needed and
known, you know that the tiles just next to the beginning and the end can't be used for the column or the rest of the line.

And that's it. 20 levels of 5 drawings, which means that I've solved 400 nonograms (yeah, I finished the 17th game and I've just
bought the 18th), which I didn't realise until now. As usual, the plot isn't really developed for the penguin family. Besides, the
15 hours in the game is just showing that I've taken my sweet time... or reset puzzles because I'm challenging myself to have no
mistake (and no use of hints). That challenge made me forget that bonus can be found under a colored tile: allowing more
mistakes, hints and well, I didn't really pay much more attention. Besides, as far as I've seen, your "garden" or "landscape" is
developing without needing a perfect score. Each level is rewarding you with an object, an animal, a structure or anything else.
Sometimes, it's not even making sense but as we're clearly in a fantasy world, I suppose that it's making sense in that universe.

The drawings aren't really connected to each other but it's still great to discover them and to see if you managed to guess them or
not.

I can honestly say that Fantasy Mosaics 16 is a challenge for people who loves using their brains, however, as usual, the full
price is for me too high. Let's be honest here: 10 bucks for no real innovation is too high and while I've spent my money with
the launch discount (-30%), I suggest you to wait for a better price.
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And in the end, yeah, adding two colors can complicate some drawings. Be warned!. It's okay... This game could have come out
18 years ago and I would probably still have said "lt's okay..." Yes, it's retro, but nothing more. I didn't have fun and wasn't very
impressed.. This is probably the most annoying game I ever played.

When i first opened the game it took me to some weird launcher thing and said i had to download a bunch of png files its hard
to explain because their was so much going on, on my screen. When i finally got into the game i had 1000 health i guess lmfao
and so i followed the path until i found these two guys in red shirts looking at each other in the middle of the grass so i aimed
for the head and shot surprise surprise the head shot didnt do anything so i had to use one full clip on one guy and then shot the
other guy as much as i could. i had 200 health left and after 5 seconds it regenerated, i continued to walk the path until i got
randomly shot from people in the bushes almost died there too kept walking and saw a building with 4 guys around it i pulled
out my sniper and one shot 3 of them and the last one ran so i chase him AND THEN THEIRS LIKE 14 GUYS BEHIND THE
BUILDING ALL SHOOTING AT ME. I ran out of ammo and died.

1\/10 would not play again. ok thats a joke but if the developer fixes well lets see EVERYTHING then ill come back. I
understand its early access but the game isnt fun at all it just made me annoyed.. doesn't include anything that is promised. no
skins, achievements or anything. this bundle thing is literally just a scam for money.. Angle of Attack is yet another variation of
Derek Smart's Battlecruiser 3000 "franchise". It started as a comprehensive simulation of a starship command, down to crew
and food, and weapons, and trading and planets and fleet that starships moving all around you, doing their own things, and you
can help your own side in the war effort. In Angle of Attack, you are down to one planet, with jump gates that takes you to other
parts of the planet, and you can attack or defend as you wish against the humankind's nemesis, the Gamulons.

In practice, the game essentially has you playing lone wolf attacking things when you can and dying here and there then respawn
to do it all over again. There are bazillion different combinations of weapons and crafts, but they don't really feel that different.
Flightwise, controls are difficult, as the vehicles transition between VTOL (hover) and high-speed flight almost without
warning, and missile avoidance is a matter of luck. You rarely if ever see friendlies and there seem to be no strategy to the
miliary, making you feel as if you're just playing in someone else's sandbox.

All in all, I should have expected this as MOTS, as that's the same feeling I got from playing BC3K (and its various incarnations,
such as "Universal Combat").. A must have DLC for anyone who is playing as a gunner.

Tier 3 helmet from this DLC is extremely good when combine with Blitz Needle and Grim Repeater you can shred almost every
monster in the game with maximum charge rate (Hat+Weapon lvl 10+Battle Sprite Perk = Max Charge Rate)

Weapon from this DLC is just okay if you don't have any better weapon to use. Good music, but the game itself feels dated and
poorly designed. Maybe its just me, but the wonky controls and illogical enemy placement tick me off. That it plays in the same
resolution as a SNES game doesn't add to the charm here.
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Great and original platformer, for a local play or a solo play, just, play it with controller.. much wow goodness. Can't
recommend this Game but first of all the Pro's:

-Character Customization is decent.
-Characters itself look okish.
-The Class System seems promising.
-No Tab targetting.
-Good Optimization

Now we come already to the many Con's:
-No Tabtargetting and yet ''Press 0-9 to use Skill XY''
-Genderlock doesn't work here at all.
-To much running around in Town.
-Controls are clunky
-Gameplay is clunky
-everything feels clunky
-Leveling feels pretty slow.
-Gamepad is supported, but makes no sense at all.
-P2W (Gear\/Weapons and whatnot buyable with real Moneyz.)
-Doesn't save Graphic Settings

Overall the Game feels like a Prototype that could've turned into a good Game, but just didn't. The Class System seemed nice,
the Character Creation was ok, but f.e the Tutorial started already... Lame. It could've been ''something'', but it's just not.

I played a total of 2,5 Hours. That was enough for me, to make a myself a Picture about the Game.

*Steam did not reckognize the Game anymore after the first Start. Whatever was the Reason, I don't know.. Long Grind, Boring
Story. In many ways it's like they tried to make a Witcher 3. Origins Is an improvement in The AC franchise from the last few
instalments. I wish they would concentrate less on giving us tonnes of repetitive busy work and invested in some good story
telling and voice acting.
  Buy on Sale. not worth Full Price.. I love it! A real improvement compared to A4. The story and art is polished. The map is
bigger with various points of interest.
I also like how Jeff listens to each beta-tester and implements player feedback in his future installments. (replaced the new
clunky engine with the perfect olden one, brought back the puzzles and polished the game)
What really stands out for me, is the good storytelling. (fan of Geneforge, Avadon and Nethergate)
I'm enjoying every minute in this game. Well worth the price.. Cute little game. Occasionally quite tricky to figure out what
you're supposed to do.. Lets just say, Avenged Sevenfold.. WARNING MISSILE LOCK WARNING MISSILE LOCK
WARNING MISSILE LOCK WARNING MISSILE LOCK WARNING MISSILE LOCK WARNING MISSILE LOCK
WARNING MISSILEI MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE EVADE EVADE EVADE

this game is great, the story is good, the planes are shiny, and they almost always give you 100 missiles.
space elevator.
9/10. I enjoy this game as supreme champion of the original Skyworld. It takes the fastest paced most action packed part of that
game and adds a little flavor with the modifiers! Very fun and competitive!
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